We've been developing a Chinese OCR engine for machine printed documents. Currently, our OCR engine can support a vocabulary of 692 1 characters which include 6707 simplified Chinese characters in GB23 12-80, 12 frequently used GBK Chinese characters, 62 alphanumeric characters, 140 punctuation marks and symbols. The supported font styles include Song, Fang Song, Kai, He, Yuan, LiShu, WeiBei, XingKai, etc. The averaged character recognition accuracy is above 99% for newspaper quality documents with a recognition speed of about 250 characters per second on a Pentium 111-45OMHz PC yet only consuming less than 2MB memory. In this paper, we describe the key technologies we used to construct the above recognizer. Among them, we highlight three key techniques contributing to the high recognition accuracy, namely the use of Gabor features, the u w o f discriminative feature extraction, and the use of minimum classification error as a criterion for model training.
INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades, many advances have been achieved in OCR (optical character recognition) area (e.g., [ 1, 2] ). During the same period, a great deal of efforts have also been made towards Chinese OCR (e.g., [3, 41) . Consequently, many Chinese OCR products became available on the market. In the past, Chinese OCR products can only support 3755 level 1 Chinese characters in GB23 12-80 which is a national Chinese character set standard, established in 198 1 by Chinese govemment. Only very recently, several products supporting the full set of 6763 GB2312-80 Chinese characters become available on the market. In the past several years, we've also been developing a Chinese OCR engine for machine printed documents. Currently, our OCR engine can support a vocabulary of 692 1 characters which include 6707 meaningful simplified Chinese characters derived by removing 56 meaningless single-radical characters from 6763 characters defined in GB23 12-80, 12 frequently used GBK Chinese characters, 62 alphanumeric characters, 140 punctuation marks and symbols. The supported font styles include Song, Fang Song, Kai, He, Yuan, LiShu, WeiBei, XingKai, etc. The averaged character recognition accuracy is above 99% for newspaper quality documents. The main purpose of this paper is to describe the key technologies we used to construct our Chinese character recognizer. Among them, we highlight three key techniques contributing to the high recogThis work was supported by a grant from the RGC of the Hong Kong SAR (Project No. HKU7020/98E) and two intemal HKU CRCG grants.
0-7803-70.11-4/01/$10.00 02001 IEEE nition accuracy, namely (I) the use of Gabor features to characterize the original character image, (2) the use of discriminative feature extraction methods to reduce the dimension of the feature vector, and (3) the use of minimum classification error (MCE) as a criterion for model training to achieve the high performance in a maximum discriminant function based character recognizer.
METHODOLOGY AND ARCHITECTURE
Our Chinese OCR system works roughly as follows: Given a binary image of a document page, after skew correction, page segmentation can be conducted manually. After selecting a text region and determining whether the text is horizontally or vertically aligned, line segmentation based on projection profile analysis is conducted automatically. Once a character line is located, the OCR problem becomes similar to the automatic speech recognition (ASR) problem. Similar to what have been used successfully in the ASR area, we construct our character recognizer by adopting a powerful statistical pattern recognition paradigm and a strategy of dynamic programming search over a structural network representation of character image models and other possible linguistic knowledge sources. By considering the characteristics of printed Chinese documents, an innovative confidence-guided integrated search technique has been developed for the recognition of the whole character line.
More specifically, given a line of character image, we first segment it into a sequence of sub-segments using the projection profile, aspect ratio statistics, minimum and maximum character width constraints, and other heuristics. From these sub-segments, we can construct dynamically a search graph, with each node representing a potential segmentation point, and each arc representing a hypothesized character with an associated dissimilarity score, a confidence measure for recognition result and other information. For the arc with a confidence score below a pre-specified threshold, we need to re-segment the part of the image associated with the arc and dynamically update the search graph. So the recognition of the whole line of characters can be cast as finding the shortest path from the starting node to the ending node in the search graph. Other knowledge sources such as language model, insertion penalty, etc. can be easily incorporated into the above search strategy. The principle of dynamic programming can be used to design an efficient implementation of the above search method. We found that this approach works quite well for dealing with the difficult problems of the broken strokes, touching and overlapping characters.
In the following, we first describe a Chinese character database constructed for supporting our research. Then, we describe in detail the character modeling techniques we used to provide the character candidates and the associated dissimilarity scores for each arc in the search graph. This is essentially a traditional character classification problem for a given unknown character image.
DATA COLLECTION
In order to achieve a high recognition accuracy for documents of different types and with different quality, it is critical to collect a sufficient amount of representative training data which follow as faithly as possible the sample distribution of the testing data to be recognized. Over the years, a Chinese character corpus has been constructed in our lab with in total 3,024,043 character image samples from 6921 character classes as described in the introduction section. The original documents are from varied sources, such as newspapers, magazines, journals, books, printed lists of characters generated from many popular font libraries available on the market. The document quality and font sizes vary widely among the various sources. Many font styles as described in the introduction section are observed in our character corpus. Depending on the font size of the documents, the document pages have been digitized at a resolution ranging from 300 DPI to 500 DPI on several flatbed scanners. In our database, each character sample is stored as a normalized N x N (N = 40 here) binary image. We have chosen randomly about 20% of character samples for each character class to form a testing set and the remaining samples to form a training set. By this partition, there are 2,412,898 character samples in the training set and 61 1,145 character samples in the testing set.
MAXIMUM DISCRIMINANT BASED CHARACTER CLASSIFICATION AND MCE TRAINING
We adopt a maximum discriminant function based approach to The class that gives the maximum discriminant function is considered to be the recognized class, i.e.,
and the value of -g i ( X ; A, W ) serve as the dissimilarity score for the hypothesized character C i in the search graph described above. Both sets of parameters A and W can be trained from a set of training samples.
Using Gabor Features as Raw Features
Although many types of features have been proposed for Chinese OCR, we decide to use Gabor features to serve as the raw features extracted from each character image. Gabor features have been widely used in computer vision, texture analysis, face recognition, fingerprint recognition, and more recently,ch aracter recognition as well. An important property of Gabor features is that they can achieve a joint optimal resolution in both the spatial and the spatial-frequency domains. Gabor features have also been found less sensitive to noises, small range of translation, rotation, and scaling. Specifically, we adopt the following complex 2-D Gabor filter originally reported in [SI for face recognition:
where G I 
LDA-Based Feature Extraction
There are many ways to estimate the linear transformation W for discriminative feature extraction andor dimension reduction. One traditional way is to use the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [6] .
From X, we can calculate a within-class scatter matrix and a between-class scatter matrix being the j-th training sample. From y , we can use a likelihood based clustering approach to estimate the prototype parameters A.
MCE-Based Feature Extraction and Model Training
In addition to the LDA and clustering-based training, in the past decade, an MCE-based training technique has been developed for the estimation of classifier parameters A [7] and feature extractor parameters W [8, 91, either separately or jointly (e.g. [IO] ). This technique was primarily established in the ASR area, but recently was also studied in OCR area (e.g. [ 1 1, 121). We also adopted this technique in constructing our Chinese character recognizer and we describe some details in the following. Given the definition of the discriminant function in Eq.
(1) and the classification rule in Eq. (2), a misclassification measure [7] can be defined as &(A, W) . In practice, we use the following approximate sequential gradient descent algorithm to solve this problem.
Given X,we first randomize the ordering of { X p ) } and then we present the training samples sequentially. Upon the presentation of each training sample X p ) , in addition to calculate the g ; (~p ) ;
A, w), we also calculate gi')(XY);A, W) = -mine I I W~X , (~)
If gZ(l)(X?); A, W) > gp(Xp); A, W),then we will not update A, W; otherwise, W, mig and m,g will be updated as follows: where €0 is a control parameter need to be carefully determined by experiments. In practice, we also observed that using different leaming rates for A and W respectively is helpful.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In order to demonstrate the efficacy of the above techniques for Chinese OCR, a series of comparative experiments are conducted on the task of character classification. The vocabulary of the character classifier and the experimental setup for training and testing sets have been described in sections 1 and 3 respectively. As for Gabor feature extraction from a binary character image, after a series of comparative experiments, we set the relevant control parameters as follows: NI = 7, M = 4, L = 8. Consequently, from each character image, we derive a 196-dimensional (i.e., D1 = 196) feature vector X. For all of the experiments, we use 4 prototypes (i.e, Ki = 4) for each character.
In the first experiment, we set W to be an identity matrix, So we use D = 48 in the remaining experiments.
In the third set of experiments, we use a fixed LDA-derived 196 x 48 transformation matrix for W . Then, we perform MCE training for estimating { m i k } '~. The control parameters in Eq. (9) are set as cy = 1.0 and /3 = 0. Fig. 1 Table   1 summarizes the results of the above experiments.
SUMMARY
In this paper, we have described several key techniques we used to construct a large vocabulary highly accurate Chinese OCR engine. By further using fast match techniques for efficient character classification, and advanced coding techniques to represent economically our model parameters, our Chinese OCR engine can recognize the lines of Chinese characters at a speed of about 250 characters per second on a Pentium 111-450MHz PC while only consumes less than 2MB memory and achieves a character recognition accuracy well above 99% for newspaper quality documents. We are currently improving our pre-processing techniques for skew detection and correction, page layout analysis, text orientation detection, and line segmentation. We are also studying how the above techniques work for a much more difficult task of the recognition of handwritten Chinese characters. We will report these results elsewhere.
